From: Lt Col R A Stewart

Jean-Pierre Thebault,
ECMM Ambassador

Ahmici Massacre - Possible People Responsible

1. Thomas Osorio (US) and Payam Akhavan (Can), both members of the UN Centre for Human Rights, have provided me with the following information.

2. Ahmici probably had 800 (approx) people in it on 16 Apr 93. One hundred and twice were killed and another approx 35 are still unaccounted for.

2. The Government of Vitez is technically "complicity in genocide." That means Vlahovic, Blaskic, Skopljak etc.

3. The following people were present at the Ahmici massacre:

   - Stankic, Nemac
   - Ivan Livancic
   - Christo Zako
   - Vlado Krizenac - apparently said "first kill the men, then the male children, then the rest. Destroy all trace of Muslims."

4. This information is provided so that you can use it in Ecm's Ambassador's Report.
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